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Abstract. Introduction: Multiple sclerosis (MS) is one of the world’s most common 

neurologic disorders. Social media have been proposed as a way to maintain and 
even increase social interaction for people with MS. The objective of this work is to 

identify and compare the topics on Twitter during the first wave of COVID-19 

pandemic. Methods: Data was collected using the Twitter API between 9/2/2019 
and 13/5/2020. SentiStrength was used to analyze data with the day that the 

pandemic was declared used as a turning point. Frequency-inverse document 

frequency (tf-idf) was used for each unigram and calculated the gains in tf-idf value. 
A comparative analysis of the relevance of words and categories among the datasets 

was performed. Results: The original dataset contained over 610k tweets, our final 

dataset had 147,963 tweets. After the 10th of march some categories gained 
relevance in positive tweets (“Healthcare professional”, “Chronic conditions”, 

“Condition burden”), while in negative tweets “Emotional aspects” became more 

relevant and “COVID-19” emerged as a new topic. Conclusions: Our work provides 
insight on how COVID-19 has changed the online discourse of people with MS. 
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1. Introduction 

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is one of the most common progressive neurologic disorders in 

young adults [1]. Social support is an important aspect for people with MS (pwMS) [2]. 

Maintaining social activities improves the quality of life for pwMS [3]. Social media has 

been proposed as a way to maintain and even increase social interaction for pwMS [4]. 

Taking into consideration the current COVID-19 pandemic situation, online channels 

may well be the main source of social interaction for pwMS due to social distancing 

measures imposed in several countries. 

In a previous publication, we found that the most recurrent topics related to MS on 

Twitter were: condition burden; disease modifying drugs; related chronic conditions; and 

awareness raising [5]. Studies on Twitter show that tweets about MS treatment are often 

linked to non-neutral sentiments, hinting at the emotional nature of thoughts regarding 
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the condition [6]. COVID-19 risk estimations for pwMS still remain unknown, but it is 

believed that MS patients who are on disease modifying therapies might be at a higher 

risk of becoming infected, or having a poorer outcome due to their immune system status 

[7]. There is a lack of evidence regarding the discourse on MS and COVID-19 in social 

media; the topics and even their emotional responses to events may have shifted during 

the current outbreak. 

This work aims to identify, compare and analyze the sentiment polarity of the topics 

of MS-related discussion in Twitter before and after COVID-19 pandemic declaration. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Data extraction and pre-processing 

A tweet collection script using the Twitter API was used to build our initial dataset and 

has been actively collecting tweets matching the query: #ms OR #multiplesclerosis OR 

"multiple sclerosis”. The script has been running since the 9th of February of 2019, and 

the cutoff point for this study was the 13th of May of 2020. The World Health 

Organization declared COVID-19 as a pandemic on the 11th of March of 2020 (P-day), 

which was chosen as the turning point for analyzing the online discourse. An analysis of 

tweets not related to MS was performed and several terms were identified to filter out 

and remove tweets not related to MS. The initial dataset was filtered by removing 

duplicated, re-tweeted, and non-English tweets. A random sample of n=1000 tweets was 

extracted and manually independently binary classified by two authors. 

2.2. Sentiment analysis and data coding 

Sentiment analysis of the pre-processed tweets was performed using SentiStrength [8]. 

This software is specially designed to analyze the sentiment in short texts by assigning 

two scores: the intensity of the positive sentiment (1 to 5) and negative sentiment (-1 to 

-5). Each tweet was assigned a positive and negative sentiment score and grouped based 

on the sentiment categorization. The categorization has been made in four sets: most 

negative tweets before P-day, most positive tweets before P-day, most negative tweets 

after P-day and most positive tweets after P-day.  

The relevance for each word in our dataset was computed using their frequency-

inverse document frequency (tf-idf), which weighs down term frequency with the overall 

term frequency and reduces the importance of very common terms. The 100 most 

relevant words used were chosen based on their tf-idf values for deeper analysis. 

Building on our previous work [5], we expanded the classification scheme to include 

topics based on emerging terms from the dataset. Categories were defined as follows: 

Awareness raising (campaigns for spreading knowledge, mobilize communities, or 

gather funds for MS); Chronic conditions (other health conditions and diseases of the 

central nervous system); Condition burden (impact in pwMS); COVID-19: (terms related 

to the outbreak); Emotional aspects (expression of emotions, family and social support); 

Healthcare professionals (comments about the healthcare team); MS treatment (drugs, 

therapies, interventions); and Others. 

The 100 most relevant words used in all tweets for each set were manually classified 

by two authors independently. All discrepancies were solved by consensus. We defined 

a metric related to the relevance of a category (group of words) as the sum of each word’s 
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it-idf values of included in this category. We obtained the relevance of each category 

using this metric for each set. We compared the estimated relevance for each category 

before and after the cutoff to show changes in the topics of conversation. 

2.3. Ethics approval and funding 

The data protection officer at the University Hospital of North Norway approved this 

study (Ref:02275). The present work funded by the Business Finland More Stamina 

project, and the MSF-PHIA project, funded by FEDER (US-1263715). 

3. Results 

An initial dataset with over 610k tweets was filtered resulting in 147,963 tweets. Manual 

binary classification showed only a 0.4% discrepancy in agreements (n=1000). In Figure 
1 a summary with the number of words, sentiment before and after P-day per category. 

 
Figure 1.  Relevant words with negative and positive sentiment before and after P-day per category. 

 

Categories with more relevant words in tweets with positive sentiment polarity 

before and after P-day were “Others” (before: 34, after: 26) and “Awareness raising” 

(before: 25, after: 23). These categories along with “Emotional aspects” reduced in 

frequency after P-day. All other categories increased slightly after P-day. The 

“Awareness raising”, “Others”, “Emotional aspects”, and “MS treatment” categories 

presented the highest estimated relevance values both before and after P-day. There is a 

reduction in relevance for all of them after P-day. “Healthcare professional”, “Chronic 

conditions”, “Condition burden”, and “COVID-19” gained positive values. See Table 1. 
Table 1. Categories with positive tweets with more gain before and after P-day.  

Categories Relevance before P-day Relevance after P-day 
Awareness raising 8.22*10-3 6.50*10-3 

Chronic conditions 0.80*10-3 0.88*10-3 

Condition burden 1.77*10-3 2.10*10-3 

COVID-19 0.00*10-3 2.76*10-3 

Emotional aspects 4.42*10-3 3.67*10-3 

Healthcare professional 1.84*10-3 2.00*10-3 

MS treatment 2.99*10-3 2.95*10-3 

Others 7.53*10-3 5.44*10-3 
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Categories with more relevant words in negative sentiment polarity tweets before 

and after P-day were “Condition burden” (before: 24, after: 19), “Others” (before: 23, 

after: 16), and “Chronic conditions” (before: 20, after: 18). However, there was a 

noticeable reduction in their frequency after P-day. Messages on “Emotional aspects” 

showed a significant increment after P-day as “COVID-19” emerged. See Table 2. 
Table 2. Categories with negative tweets with more gain before and after P-day. 

Categories Relevance before P-day Relevance after P-day 
Awareness raising 1.52*10-3 1.21*10-3 

Chronic conditions 5.51*10-3 5.25*10-3 

Condition burden 7.83*10-3 6.47*10-3 

COVID-19 0.00*10-3 2.10*10-3 

Emotional aspects 2.07*10-3 2.99*10-3 

Healthcare professional 2.03*10-3 1.05*10-3 

MS treatment 2.63*10-3 2.60*10-3 

Others 4.60*10-3 3.21*10-3 

4. Discussion 

The present study is among the first to cover the way in which people with chronic 

conditions are reacting to a global pandemic such as COVID-19. Social media can play 

an important role in understanding attitudes and sentiments related to epidemics [9]. 

Previous studies have found that most of the topics related to COVID-19 were linked 

to positive sentiment, and only topics that dealt with deaths and racism were linked with 

a negative sentiment [9]. However, other studies have reported increases in negative 

emotions linked to COVID-19, such as anxiety, depression, outrage, and a decrease in 

positive emotions [10]. A study showed how users shifted from fear to anger, and from 

sadness to joy in just a few weeks during COVID-19 [11]. In our study, we saw how the 

conversations around MS on Twitter shifted, displaying both mean negative sentiment 

increase after COVID-19 was declared a pandemic, and how the relevance of some topics 

changed. There was a distinct change in regards to MS awareness related tweets, with a 

decrease in negative tweets and also in positive tweets. This is relevant, as in a previous 

study it was found that raising awareness was one of the topics linked most to higher 

positive sentiment [5]. Emotional aspects and the treatments of MS were topics that 

became less relevant in positive tweets, and also more relevant in negative tweets, 

therefore these topics probably were experienced in a more pessimistic manner by pwMS.  

Emotions affect decision-making [12], a reduction of the negative sentiment of MS 

related tweets could potentially be beneficial for this population. Public health authorities, 

healthcare professionals, patient organizations and other stakeholders could help people 

affected with MS to minimize their negative sentiments by being more present on social 

media, providing social support and accurate information [13]. Increasing the frequency 

of emoji use could also have a beneficial effect, as social media posts with emoji are 

linked to more positive sentiment strength [14]. 

4.1. Limitations 

The collected tweets are only those that were publicly available, so it is possible that 

relevant tweets from pwMS were not captured. Focusing on English speaking tweets also 

produces a bias in the collection and analysis since there could be conversations in other 

languages that we are missing. The sentiment analysis was performed with SentiStrength, 
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a tool that uses a lexicon-based approach. While there are other sentiment analysis 

approaches based on machine learning that may perform better [15], SentiStrength was 

developed using posts on Myspace with good performance on informal text like Twitter. 

5. Conclusions 

Our work provides insight as to how the online conversation of vulnerable populations 

such as pwMS have changed in view of the COVID-19 pandemic. Understanding how 

such patient groups feel and react to global health crisis such as the current one can prove 

useful for designing and developing smart and targeted strategies that could reach them. 

The use of social media as a way to gauge sentiments towards specific topics is a growing 

field with potential applications for public health and intervention campaigns. 
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